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Machine learning algorithms for clinical mastitis prediction in a dairy 
herd use automated milking system data

Introduction

Clinical Mastitis (CM) is the most frequent production disorder of 
dairy farming. It has a negative impact on both animal health and pro-
duction efficiency (Ruegg, 2017). Annually, about 20–40% of all the herd 
lactating cows suffer one or more cases of CM (Hogeveen et al., 2019), 
which results in an average failure cost of $147 per cow per year, particu-
larly contributed by milk production losses and culling, which represents 
11% to 18% of the gross margin per cow per year (Cheng and Han, 2020). 
In addition to lower milk yield, the prevalence of CM results in a financial 
burden to the farmers. This is due to the fact that each CM case involves 
veterinary expenses, therapeutic costs, labor costs, non-saleable milk dis-
card, premature culling loss, future reproductive problems, replacement 
costs, and death (Ghafoor and Sitkowska, 2021). For all these reasons, it 
becomes crucial to predict CM very early. 

Technological innovation in the last decades has impacted numerous 
facets of the modern dairy industry. This encourages many farms to im-
plement an automatic milking system (AMS), despite its higher economic 
initial cost (Bausewein et al., 2022). Reducing the workload and providing 
a more flexible work schedule (Vik et al., 2019) are not the only benefits 
of the AMS, but also a vast quantity of cow-level dairy data become avail-
able (King et al., 2018). However, till now there is a shortage in data min-
ing and integration which implies that these data are not being utilized to 
their full potential. As a result, multiple dairy farming issues such as poor 
longevity, low performance, and health problems remain uncontrolled 
perfectly (Cockburn, 2020).

Advanced data analysis techniques such as machine learning (ML) 
methods may offer new advances in precision livestock management, 
involving critical disease detection and prediction, production manage-
ment, and farming decision-making processes (Hossain et al., 2022).  
ML is a subfield of computer science that gives computers the ability to 
“learn” without being explicitly programmed. Generally, ML is suitable for 
handling large and high-dimensional datasets and prioritizes predictive 

accuracy over hypothesis-driven inference (Bi et al., 2019). 
The early detection of cows with a high risk of health problems, such 

as lameness, clinical and subclinical mastitis, ketosis, and metritis, is cru-
cial for dairy farms. It enhances and prevents the negative impacts of 
these disorders early (Zhou et al., 2022). The ML methods are progres-
sively finding their way into the dairy industry in this regard.  For example, 
Dhoble et al. (2019) combined ML and Cytometric fingerprinting for the 
early prediction of Bovine Mastitis through the evaluation of the micro-
biological milk quality. Also, the ML was applied for the detection of claw 
lesions in dairy farms (Volkmann et al., 2021), and for the prediction of the 
calving time in dairy cows using the behavioral and activity sensors data, 
a recurrent neural network ML algorithm was used (Keceli et al., 2020).

Unlike traditional statistical methods, ML models can analyze cate-
gorical data accurately and are insensitive to missing data (Fatima and 
Pasha, 2017). Also, they can deal with the complex, nonlinearity, and out-
liers problems of the data (Dong et al., 2022). However, the ML proves 
great potential for precision livestock farming, particularly in the domain 
of early disease prediction (Gokul Krishnaet al., 2023). There are few liter-
ature use ML for CM prediction in dairy cows. At the same time, there are 
no studies that used ML for CM prediction in Egypt in dairy cows. 

Therefore, the objective of this article is twofold. First, to establish 
six different supervised ML algorithms for classification and prediction of 
CM onset in Friesian female dairy cattle using automated milking system 
data. These methods are the Support Vector Machine (SVM), the logistic 
regression (LR), the Gaussian Naïve Bayes (NB), the K-nearest neighbor 
(KNN), the Classification and Regression Decision Tree (CART-DT), and 
the Random forest (RF). The second is to compare the accuracy, precision, 
F1-Score, Recall, and Area under the ROC curve (AUC) of the six models 
aiming to select the optimal model.

Materials and methods

In this article, we tried to build an ML predictive model of cow CM us-
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ing available data from an AMS database. A  retrospective cross-sectional 
survey was conducted to collect a random sample of automatic-made 
records directly from a dairy farm. However, the raw data might not be 
sufficient to yield results immediately. Firstly, some data preparation is 
necessary before using the predictive model.

Ethical approval

The current work was approved by the Committee of Animal Care 
and Welfare, Benha University, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Egypt 
(BUFVTM:17-04-23).

Data collection

The original data was collected from a private commercial Egyptian 
dairy farm located at 80th Km of Cairo Alexandria desert road during the 
period extending from July 2016 to November 2019. A total of 3880 dairy 
records of Holstein Friesian cows (containing the dairy and some health 
information of each cow during its last production season) were select-
ed randomly from different five units on the farm. Cows were housed in 
an open yard shaded with free stalls, the floor was lined with sand, and 
equipped with a cool spraying system in the summer thus relieving heat 
stress in the summer months. A total mixed ration method with comput-
erized calculating systems was used that controls feeding portions ac-
cording to the reproductive and productive demands of animals. All day 
long water was supplied freely to animals. Pre-milking and post-milking 
udder hygiene measures were practiced by dipping the teats in an iodine 
solution. The milking process was performed in a herringbone with a rap-
id exit automatic milking parlor three times a day using machine milking, 
and milk parameters for each cow were recorded in a computerized da-
tabase. Detection of CM depends on the presence of clinical signs on the 
udder such as hotness, redness, swelling, painful reaction, and hardness 
of udder tissues, and then the infection is confirmed by the California 
Mastitis Test (CMT).  15 features were selected to study their impact on 
the prediction model of CM including the reproductive status (Pregnant, 
not pregnant, and bred), lactation order, age at the last season (years), 
average daily milk yield (DMY), total milk this lactation (TOTM), milk peak 
(MPEAK), 305 days mature herd equivalent (305 ME), days in milk (DIM), 
days open, calving season (summer extend from 21st  March to 20th  
September and winter extend from 21st  September to 20th  march), 
lameness, abortion, metritis, milk fever, and retained placenta onset (all 
classified into yes and no). The output variable to be predicted was CM 
which was classified into (yes = Mastitis, and no = healthy).

Data pre-processing

Data pre-processing is an initial step of the ML including cleaning, 
scaling, transformation, and feature engineering to make the quality of 
data better for building a predictive model of optimal classification per-
formance (Iliou et al., 2015). 

The first pre-processing step was the data visualization which re-
vealed no missing values in the data. The CM prevalence was 38.5%. Ta-
ble 1 presents the mean and standard deviation (SD) of the independent 
numerical features divided according to CM positive or negative. Figure 1 
shows the distribution of the independent categorical feature frequencies 
versus the CM.

The second step was identifying the independent and dependent 
features and labeling the categorical features (reproductive status, calv-
ing season, lameness, abortion, metritis, milk fever, retained placenta, and 
mastitis) using the Label-Encoder.  Outliers were detected graphically as 
shown in Figure 2 by using a boxplot and statistically by using the inter-
quartile Range Method (IQR). The IQR is defined as the difference be-
tween Q3 (the 75th percentile) and Q1 (the 25th percentile) and any value 
outside the range of [Q1 − 1.5 × IQR or Q3 + 1.5 × IQR] is considered 

to be an outlier (Li et al., 2021). The outliers have been replaced with 
percentile for the features; (lactation order, age at the last season, DMY, 
TOTM, MPEAK, 305ME, and days open). Figure 3 shows the boxplot after 
the outliers transformation.

The Z-score standardization method for data scaling was used. The 
values for an attribute, A, were standardized based on the mean (µ) and 
the standard deviation (σA) of A.  Avalue, vi, of A was normalized to vi by 
computing:

                                                      (Han et al, 2012).

For feature extraction, we computed the autoencoders (AE) method. 
Figure 4 presents the plot of the AE model with no compression. The 
AE is an unsupervised neural network that consists of two linked parts: 
the encoder and the decoder. The encoder learns how to interpret the 
input and compresses the input into a latent representation called (the 
bottleneck layer), while the decoder takes the output of the encoder and 
tries to reconstruct the input again from the intermediate code (Ardelean 
et al., 2023). 

Finally, data were randomly split into a training set (90% of the sam-
ple) for model training and a testing set (10% of the sample) for verifica-
tion of the prediction performance. Models were prepared using 10-fold 
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Features

Clinical Mastitis

Positive Negative

Mean SD Mean SD

Lactation order 2.7 1.6 2 1.4

Age at the last season 4.1 1.87 3.24 1.6

DMY 26.6 11 31.5 10.9

TOTM 8445.8 4548.2 6142.7 4810.4

MPEAK 43.8 9.9 41.16 9

305ME 10673.5 2305.8 11184.1 2060.4

DIM 287.9 156.6 213.5 167.1

Days open 211.8 149.4 161.1 142.7

Table 1. Summary statistics for the numerical independent features.

SD: standard deviation; DMY: average daily milk yield; TOTM: total milk this lactation; 
MPEAK: milk peak; 305ME: 305 days mature herd equivalent; DIM: days in milk.

Fig. 1. The distribution of the independent categorical features frequencies versus the CM.



cross-validation (CV) + a grid search method of hyperparameters opti-
mization. The estimation of model accuracy was based on the average of 
the 10-fold repeated CV over the total number of the candidate values 
of each parameter in the grid search as shown in Table 2. The tuned best 
hyperparameters giving the best validation accuracy were then used to 
build the predictive algorithm.

ML algorithm

Six classification ML algorithms were selected and implemented to 
build CM prediction models, which were SVM, LR, Gaussian Naïve Bayes, 
KNN, CART-DT, and RF.

SVM Method

The general idea of the SVM as shown in Figure 5, was to obtain an 
optimal hyperplane that linearly separates the d-dimensional data per-
fectly into its two classes such that the marginal distance was maximum 
between the hyperplane and the support vectors; the nearest instance of 
each class to the hyperparameter (Schölkopf, 2003).

The best optimal hyperparameters for establishing the SVM model 
after fitting 10-folds for each of 54 candidate values of grid search (total-
ing 540 fits) were: C-parameter of 0.01, kernel function was linear, and a 
kernel coefficient gamma of 0.1.
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Fig. 2. Shows the boxplot for the numerical features containing outliers. Fig. 3. Shows the boxplot for the numerical features after the outliers transformation.

Algorithm Grid-search parameters Final optimal parameters Validation accuracy (%)

SVM

C: [0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 0.8, 1] C: [0.01]

73Kernel: [Linear, RBF, sigmoid] Kernel: [Linear]

Gamma: [0.1, 1, auto] Gamma: [0.1]

LR

Fit intercept: [True, False] Fit intercept: [True]

70
penalty: [l1, l2] penalty: [l2]

C: [0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 100] C: [0.1]

Solver: [ lbfgs, liblinear, newton-cg, newton-cholesky, sag, saga] Solver: [lbfgs]

Gaussian NB var_smoothing: np.logspace(0,-9, num=100) var_smoothing: 1.0 69

KNN

n_neighbors: [1,2,3,5] n_neighbors: [1]

63weights: [uniform, distance] weights:[uniform]   metric:[Euclidean]

metric: [Euclidean, Manhattan, Hamming, Jaccard, Cosine]

DT

criterion: [Gini, Entropy] criterion: [Gini]

71
max_depth: [3, 5, 7, 9, 11] max_depth: [3]

min_samples_split: [2, 3, 5, 10] min_samples_split: [2]

min_samples_leaf: [1, 2, 4] min_samples_leaf: [1]

RF

n_estimators: [50, 100, 200, 2000] n_estimators: [50]

70

criterion: [Gini, Entropy] criterion: [Gini]

max_depth: [3, 5, 7] max_depth: [3]

min_samples_split: [2, 5, 7] min_samples_split: [2]

min_samples_leaf: [1, 2, 4] min_samples_leaf: [1]

max_features: [auto, sqrt, log2] max_features: [auto]

SVM: Support vector machine, LR: Logistic regression, Gaussian NB: Gaussian Naïve Bayes, KNN: K-Nearest Neighbor, DT: Decision tree, RF: Random forest.

Table 2. Grid search parameters and the final optimal parameters for each algorithm.



The LR

The LR is a classification-supervised ML algorithm developed for pre-
dicting a binary outcome for an event based on the previous observations 
of a data set (Nusinovici et al., 2020).

The LR model was given by the linear relation between the logit and 
the values of the explanatory variables as: 

where π is the outcome probability, Log(π/(1-π)) is the log of odds, 
β0 is the intercept, β1 is the regression coefficient of the X1  independent 
variable (predictor), and βk is the regression coefficient for the Xk indepen-
dent variable (Bender, 2009).

The best optimal hyperparameters for building the LR model after 
fitting 10-folds for each of 192 candidate values of grid search (totaling 
1920 fits) were: C-parameter of 0.1, fit-intercept: True, regularization pen-
alty function l2, and lbfgs solver.

The Gaussian NB

The NB is a simple but powerful probabilistic supervised ML classifier 
based on the Bayes theorem that greatly simplifies learning by assuming 
that features are independent given classes. Although independence is 
generally a poor assumption, in practice naive Bayes often compete well 
with more sophisticated classifiers (Lee et al., 2001).

Var_smoothing (in this case np. logspace starts from 0, ends at -9, 
and generates 100 samples) is the only hyperparameter to be tuned for 
the Gaussian NB algorithm. After fitting 10 folds for each of 100 candi-
date values of grid search (totaling 1000 fits), Var_smoothimg =1 was the 
best hyperparameter.

The KNN

One of the most popular supervised ML classification algorithms 
is the distance-based algorithm. It is based on computing the distanc-
es between the new test instance and all training instances, sorting the 
distances to determine the K-nearest neighbors, and then allocating the 
test instance to the class that owns the majority of K-nearest neighbors 
(Ali et al., 2019).

The most common distance function is Euclidean distance  as 

 ,
where x = x1, x2,…, xm, and y = y1, y2,…, ym represent the m attribute 

values of two records (Task, 2014).
For tuning this model, 10-folds of CV for each of 40 candidate values 

of K (number of neighbors), the distance metric, and the weights (totaling 
400 fits) were run and the optimal parameters were k=1, distance metric 
was the Euclidean distance, and the weights are uniform.

The CART-DT

A DT is a flowchart-like tree in which each internal node refers to a 
choice between several alternatives, and each leaf node represents an 
output class (decision). A DT starts with a root node and then continues to 
split till reaches the final classification or decision at the leaf node (Sonia 
Singh, 2014).

CART-DT was applied in our study, it constructs binary trees as each 
internal node has only two splitting edges. The selection of the best attri-
butes depends on the Gini index criteria and the final tree is pre-pruned 
by the cost–complexity Pruning. It is also characterized by its ability to 
handle both categorical and numerical features and outliers (Charbuty 
and Abdulazeez, 2021). The DT optimal hyperparameters were obtained 
after fitting 10-fold of CV for each of 120 candidate values of grid search 
(totaling 1200 fits). The splitting criteria were Gini index, the maximum 
depth of DT was 3, Min_samples_leaf which indicates the minimum sam-
ples the leaf node must possess was 1, Min_samples_split which indicates 
the minimum sample number an internal node must possess before split-
ting was 2.

The RF

The RF is a grouping of a large number of ensemble DTs in which 
each tree depends on a random vector value sampled independently and 
with the same distribution for all trees in the forest (Kullarni and Sinha, 
2013). Substantial gains in classification and regression accuracy can be 
achieved by using ensembles of trees, where each tree in the ensemble 
is grown by a random parameter called bootstrap aggregating or simply 
bagging. Final predictions are obtained by either majority voting or av-
eraging, based on results from all decision trees in the forest (Klusowski, 

Fig. 4. Shows the AutoEncoder (AE) model plot with no compression for the feature ex-
traction.

Fig. 5. The general idea of linear support vector machine (SVM).
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2018).
10-fold CV for each iteration of each 486 grid search value in a total 

of 4860 fits were run to tune the model and stand on the optimal param-
eters for the RF. The Gini index splitting criteria was the best, the n_esti-
mator that represents the number of RF trees was 50, the max_depth was 
3, Min_samples_leaf was 1, and Min_samples_split was 2.

Validation and performance metrics

The first metric is called a confusion matrix is shown in Table 3. It 
visualizes the performance of a Supervised ML algorithm for binary data 
classification. Each column of the matrix represents the number of pre-
dictions in each class, while each row represents the instances in the real 
class. It enables us to calculate the total number of false negatives (Incor-
rectly identified negative class (TFN), false positives (Incorrectly identi-
fied positive class (TFP), true negatives (Correctly identified negative class 
(TTN), and the total true positives (Correctly identified positive class (TTP) 
for each class (Mathkunti and Rangaswamy, 2020).

The confusion matrix is then used for calculating the 5 used perfor-
mance metrics for comparing the ML models:
Accuracy =  ((TTP+TTN))/((TTP+TTN+TFP+TFN))
Recall=  TFP/((TFP+TTN))
Precision =  TTP/((TTP+TFP))
F1-score = 2 ×  (Percision × Recall)/(Percision + Recall)
AUC represents the degree or measure of separability that is how much 
the model is capable of differentiating between the classes. 
AUC=  1/2  .(Sensitivity+Specificity)                (Itoo et al., 2021).

 In this article, we used the online Google Colab framework, an ex-
cellent, easy, and fast environment for Python 3 coders to implement ML 
algorithms. 

Results

Table 4 presents the performance metrics comparison for the six es-
tablished ML models in the testing phase. The SVM algorithm gained the 
highest accuracy (74%), followed by LR and DT, which both displayed a 
73% accuracy rate, RF (71% accuracy), and Gaussian NB (70% accuracy). 
However, out of all the models, the KNN model had the lowest accuracy 
(62%).

According to the precision results, SVM and LR showed relatively 
the same highest rates (70% and 69% respectively) followed by RF and 
DT (68% and 64% respectively), while NB and KNN came last with rates 

of 58% and 50%, respectively. Among all metrics, the recall showed the 
worst results (ranging from 47% to 55%) in the majority of algorithms. 
Except in NB, it scored 76% and 64% in DT. The results of the F1-score 
performance criterion fluctuated within a small range from 66% to 51% in 
all models. Finally, Gaussian NB and DT showed the highest AUC = 71%. 
From all the above, only the DT algorithm showed balanced results of 
all the performance metrics indicating that the results of DT were more 
reliable and accurate so it has been voted as the best ML algorithm for 
CM prediction. Figure 6 presents the AUC reported in each ROC curve for 
the six algorithms.

Hence DT was the best model, we plotted the feature importance 
shown in Figure 7, which is determined by how much each feature con-
tributes to reducing the uncertainty in the target variable. This is typi-
cally measured by the amount of reduction in the Gini impurity that is 
achieved by splitting on a particular feature. It appeared that the DIM was 
the most effective feature at reducing uncertainty in the target variable 
by about 47%, followed by the Age at last season sharing by 30%, 17% 
by the lactation order, and 3% for both 305 ME and DMY features so that 
they are considered the most important features by the DT model.

Figure 8 presents the DT graph which in general consists of 7 internal 
nodes (the first starting root node and 6 other child nodes) and 8 leaf 
nodes. Each box in the tree represents a node and it consists of the value 
of the split feature, the value of gini impurity before the split, the number 
of samples before the split, the values of classes after samples split, and 
the majority class. For example, at the root node if DIM is equal to or less 
than a standardized value of 0.393 this means that out of 3276 samples, 
2029 samples would fall in the mastitis category and the other samples 
would continue to split regarding other features, and so on till reaching 
one of the final decisions ( Mastitis or Healthy) at the leaf nodes.

Actual classes
Predicted classes

Negative Positive

Negative TTN TFP

Positive TFN TTP

Table 3. Confusion Matrix.

TTN: Total true negatives; TFP: Total false positives; TFN: Total false negatives; TTP: 
Total true positives.

Algorithms Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score AUC

SVM 0.74 0.7 0.54 0.61 0.70

LR 0.73 0.69 0.55 0.61 0.70

Gaussian NB 0.7 0.58 0.76 0.66 0.71

KNN 0.62 0.5 0.53 0.51 0.6

DT 0.73 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.71

RF 0.71 0.68 0.47 0.56 0.67

Table 4. The models’ performance metrics of the test dataset.

AUC: Area under the ROC curve; SVM: Support vector machine; LR: Logistic regression, 
Gaussian NB: Gaussian Naïve Bayes; KNN: K-Nearest Neighbor; DT: Decision tree; RF: 
Random forest.

Fig. 6. Comparing Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves of six ML methods 
[Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression (LR), Gaussian Naïve Bayes (NB), 
K-Nearest Neighbors (kNN), Decision Tree (DT), and Random Forest (RF)] run on the test 
set, in the prediction of CM of Holstein Friesian dairy cows. In each plot, the area under the 
curve (AUC) was reported.

Fig. 7.  Features importance plot of the Decision tree algorithm.
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Discussion

This article, up to our knowledge,  is the first study in Egypt, that was 
established for CM prediction using a newly introduced domain of ML 
and depending on the AMS software data. The main aim is to maximize 
the benefit from the every day recorded dairy data in the decision-mak-
ing process, especially regarding animal health and welfare. We used 
15 features of milk production parameters and health records that have 
been mentioned before. But none of them was SCC, EC, or pH as the par-
ticipating Egyptian farm follows the routine of once a month screening 
the SCC for the entire herd, which makes SCC and the other 2 parameters 
not available for us for CM prediction.  We tried to optimize the perfor-
mance of the studied ML models. All data pre-processing (outliers detec-
tion and transformation, data standardization, and Autoencoder feature 
selection) and model tunning (10-fold CV and grid search) procedures 
were practiced efficiently and many train/test datasets splits were tried 
starting from 70%/30% train/test split up to 90%/10% train/test split. 

The effectiveness of six of the ML models was compared. The accu-
racy of all models ranged from 62% to 74%  and the AUC results ranged 
from 60% to 71%. We computed 5 different performance metrics for each 
algorithm but the final optimal algorithm was selected depending on 
AUC, as AUC is preferred over accuracy as it takes into account both the 
TPR and FPR of the model across different cut-off thresholds of the ROC 
curve (Ling et al., 2003). The greater the AUC, the better the accuracy, and 
0.7 – 0.9 AUC indicated moderate accuracy (Akobeng, 2007). The DT and 
Gaussian NB showed the highest AUC of 71%, but regarding the other 4 
metrics the DT was the best sustainable model so it is considered the best 
optimal CM predictive ML model of our study.

Regarding the results of the DT variable importance, DIM, age at 
the last season, lactation order, 305ME, and DMY were found to be the 
most important and indicative features for CM prediction. Consistent with 
these findings, Fadul-Pacheco et al. (2021) found that DIM, lactation, milk 
yield (MY), EC, and age of cow at 1st lactation were the features of impor-
tance for both 72% and 68% AUC respectively RF and Extreme Gradient 
Boosting algorithms built for CM detection on the long-term while, the 
disease events of ( retained placenta, abortion, metritis, ketosis, and pre-
vious CM) were of no importance and Luo et al. (2023) also got a 98% 
accurate DT CM predictive model with important indicative features of 
standard deviation and mean MY, lactation days, EC, and lying time. 

Regarding DIM which showed the highest importance score, Faris et 
al. (2021) revealed that the lactation stage was a significant risk factor for 
CM and the prevalence of CM during the early DIM (1-90 days) was high-
er than in the mid-stage (91-180 days) and the late stage (> 180 days). 
Also, Koeck et al. (2012) stated that the majority of CM cases were during 
the first month of lactation by a ratio of 32.7%. Such results might be due 
to the stress of peak milk production during the early stage of lactation 
(Chegini et al., 2016) or due to the diminished antioxidant defense mech-
anism and higher oxidative stress as a result of increased lipid peroxi-
dase wastes due to the high demand during the early DIM (Sharma et al., 
2011). Another explanation, this might be due to the delayed diapedesis 
of the neutrophils into the udder cells making them more sensitive to 
microbiological agents (Boujenane et al., 2015).

The age of the animal at the last season, when we obtained data, 
was the second important variable in the DT model. As the cow ages and 
increases the lactation times, the teat canal becomes dilated and partially 
opened permanently making it highly susceptible to catching infection 
from the external environment (Shittu et al., 2012).

The third indicative feature was the lactation order which in other 
words intended as parity. The CM cases showed a higher mean of lacta-
tion order than the healthy cases this was similar to the finding of Nakov 
et al. (2014). They reported that as the number of parties increases, the 
risk of CM increases.

The final features of importance were the DMY and 305 ME which 
showed the same score of importance and both revealed lower mean 
values (26.6 kg and 10673.5kg respectively) in Mastitic cases than in 
non-mastitic ones (31.5 kg and 11184.1 kg respectively). The mixed lin-
ear regression model revealed a negative correlation (P<0.001) between 
the total score of the four udder quarters inflammation and total milk 
production (Wahyu Harjanti and Sambodho, 2020). Also,  Adriaens et al. 
(2021) emphasized the fact that CM can significantly cause a reduction in 
milk production by more than 100 kg.

Conclusion

DT algorithm is the best model for a moderate performance of 71% 
for the AUC under the ROC curve in CM prediction under our data con-
ditions. This study emphasized that it is important to integrate ML data 
analysis in dairy farms to maximize the benefits of AMS and sensor data. 
This may have a positive impact on early CM detection and prevention 
improving animal health and welfare and maintaining the farm profit-
ability.
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